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Publisher's Note

MUS

E

VERY phase of piano study and playing has
been touched in this well-known wnlter’s
entertaining and instructive style; a result
of a survey of the entire field of piano study by
one whose experience and opportunities have
been exceptional. This work will be found to be
a veritable inspiration to every one interested in
any way in the pianoforte or piano playing. A
book for every earnest student of the piano by a
person eminently fitted for writing such a book.
Alexander McArthur has had a more extensive
experience and better opportunities than it is
seldom the fortune of any one person to obtain,
having had access to the most artistic courts of
Europe since an early age, and was private secre¬
tary to Rubinstein the last five years of his life,
writing the most authentic biography of him
published.
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TAP BERT, W. Cradle Song...
Transcribed by Victor Felix.
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Aida.
Opera in Four Acts.

TALKS WITH PIANO TEACHERS.
By EMMA WILKINS-GUTMANN.
This is a little work which strongly commends itself to all who
examine it. It isfull of mo<t helpful sugges ions to young teachers,
or to those of limited experience.
BOUND IN CLOTH, PRICE $1.00.
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IjI A DOW, A X.\l OLE. Valse Badinage...
A chinning composition affording excellent study in third to
fourth grade.
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Opera, in Three Acts.
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In cloth rich gilt.
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N.z. 9. A Greetm* from Italy. (2 C)"..~1„
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Melodrama, in One Act.
English translation by N. Hasken Dale.
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In cloth, rich gilt. 2-50 nei
(Italian and English.)

rhythms. They present several features that it is hoptd may
prove of value.
One hand aim at invariably plays in slow tempo, thu3 insuring
a certain amount of slow practice. The irregular changes of
rhythm demaud close attention and tend to develop concentra¬
tion. The resulting independence of the hand* and enforced
mental activity will 6erve as an excellent preparation for Bach
playing.
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ci 5fl _ .
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(German and English.)
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Lohengrin.

Introduction to the Interpretation of

Beethoven’s Pianoforte Works.
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«i
.
in cloth, rich giSt._.::.$H°ne
(German and English.)
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(OTHERS IN PREPARATION.)

THE NATURAL LAWS OF
•••• MUSICAL EXPRESSION.
By HANS SCHMITT.

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT,
BOSTON:
146 Boylston Street,

NEW YORK:
136 Fifth Avenue.

9

G. SCHIRMER,

A most valuable and necessary work for earnest musical students.
BOUND IN FLEXIBLE CLOTH. PRICE 50 CENTS.

Publisher and Importer of Music,

New York.

Complete Catalogue* and Summy’a Bulletin of
carefully Selected New Music mailed free to all
applicants.

Again, a strictly literary club will take to itself a
musical Hc/uirlmenl, which generally means that some of

ties and errors sure to develop in the progress of the work,

the members who do not enjoy mental food need diver¬
sion, or that the np|ietites of the club need to be whetted

and the amateur club thus establishes a national rather
than a local plane, insnring more progressive and pre¬

The club rejoices in the somewhat novel name of “ The

*****

Dominant Ninth,” and has some fifty members who pay

have a musical department in onr club. Notwithstanding
this pessimistic view of women’s clubs, there are many

riiRRR was n time when amateur female singers and
instrumentalists were looked npon with horror by society
people generally, and the term “ musical performer ”
was in very bad repute. Ail is changed now, because

She does her work

entirely for love and receives no remuneration at all.

is served up in the way of a few songs d tremolo, or a
tintionabnloos performance on the piano, and, lo! we

that are doing noble work whose example is felt in a
large number of communities. It is to he hoped that
they will prove to las the little leaven leavening the
whole lump.—Ada B. Douglass.

The latter club is under a particularly capable leader,
who loves music for music’s sake.

tentious results.—Mrs. Geo. B. Carpenter.

for the physical repast to follow; so a sort of preprandial

These two musical clnbsare composed the one entirely
of men, the other of women.

It is feared by many musicians that the work
women’s musical clubs will expend itself without go

$5 00 each at the beginning of the season, and this
supplies them with music and pays the other expenses.

results ; that a sort of amiable faddism will be its clit

Ihere are some- 300 associate members who also pay

acteristic note, and the ladies will hold their meetin

$5.00 yearly, their tickets each admitting two persons

and have a nice, sweet time and hear a lot of sweet ta

to the five recitals given during the season, three of

•tout music, with all the necessary fluffiness, witho

which are artist recitals, while two are given by the club.

leaving any more serious impression upon thecommuni
at large than a soap bubble. There is something in tl

No single tickets are procurable.

idea, and there is a certain line of work in connecti.
with these clubs now going forward which is open to tl

During the present season two artists’ recitals have

I meau now that whole list of lecturing ai

been given, namely, Madam Lehman’s setting of the

eastern has ordained that musicales in private houses arc

talking about music which follows those persistent fen

proper and quite in keeping with fashionable functions
of all kinds ; and whether they are given by women

nine ideals— the syllabub and the candied fruit

Rubaiyat, and Omar Khayyam’s great Persian Quatrains
as translated by Fitzgerald.

who make music a profession, or whether by those who
fidlow the art only asa pnstime, it matters not. A re you

criticism.

The club meets lor

practice once a week, and is admirably drilled in highclass chorus work.

It is

easy for a woman gifted with a fine presence, a melodic

This most difficult and praiseworthy piece of work was

voice, an angelic disposition (when she is n’t crossed

listened to most earnestly by the audience and was re

fond of music ami well-gowned (for nothing gives so sol
a foundation as this), to stand before an audience ai

ceived with enthusiasm.

a player on any instrument or do you sing? If yon
can answer Affirmatively to either of these questions
then you may consider that you will have no trouble in
obtaining . henring in society circles.
The woman

to Raphael and other well-known painters, with a bae

who has a saperior voice, of conme, stands a better

ground of angels, sunsets, and halos.

c halve than the one whose abilities are only of the
ordinary quality, hut she who can both sing and play is

Jff
"It’ 41,6 in‘prcssi0u at the
of the effii
be that of having experienced something “quite t

in great demand in fashionable circles in all of the large
atlM.—“7V Metronome.”
B

*"? f". ..*■’’ »"* «* mine medium lor musical art, eras an inspiring incRation

talk amiable iridescence with alleged application

The leader preceded the sing¬

ing with a brief explanation of the poem and the music.
Mrs. L. E. Chittenden.

music j a little poetry on the side, occasional referenc
If her audience

serious study of music, will be not only absolutely ^

A Card From Mbs. Theodore Thomas.
Mrs. 1 heodore Thomas desires to inform the press,
the public, and the amateur musical clubs of America,

that her name has been a second time

fraudulently

used in the circulars of the National Federation of
Masculine AM. Framing

rn

Mpsic.-Roughly

one can divide composers inl0 two classes: that which

y*
it,
Among the first

f* **** ss* s wl"b

a writer in a London paper

Brahms Bach, Beethoven, Wagner, and Schumann ■ and
among the second, Mendelssohn, Grieg and ft,’
Hon. composer, appeal to both men and womenP^

■

le agsm, wta*,

, buiM>, leaves behind

1

n thing; but at the same time you are “ out ” a certa
amount of soap, which you never get back

’omen’s Musical Clubs, as the chairman of its Board,
in sl>ite of her published statement to the contrary and
ter indignant protest against its unauthorized use in the
same connection last fall.

d02rr fTDit id6al lea<l9 t0 *sli^‘'y Afferent pr
fiction, the enjoyment of moonbeam and halo belt
. ther less; and for stiffening, or as a basis for the su
urine crystallization, a few facte are usually take
I rst as they put a string in the kettle for the rock-cand

Mrs. Tliomas wishes to state

emphatically that she is not, and never lias been, con¬
nected with the Federation in any capacity whatsoever,
am that the circulars issued by that Association signed
w-ith her name as president of its Board, are, so far as
she is concerned, fraudulent.

wbr-U.

It u • good plan to practice portions a definite

•ember of times ; In many worke, particularly the class
Ice. speed is quite a secondary consideration, and an
treaty dovelopsvl technic Is much more necessary.
Vs to memorising. I consider it a specific quality of
the mind, like sight-reading ; both mnst come somewhat
naturally In order to adroit of much development.

To

*"* ,h* -l"* l4*" <llk* mv,airing the flrat million) is
the rub, the rest com*, easy. A big repertory is not
nerewmrily an indiratiou of a great artist. It is a very
eaey matter to play a great many piece* very badly.
Better Study a few selections to a great finish, for yoo
will he judged by them; and if one important piece is
pertormed well It i. readily assumed that you ran excel
ia many others.
In criticising others, give them credit for what they
ra 7
*m* *» "•»
Ihtw for omitting
that which is not i„ thei, line or legitimate sphere

and the best sprinter usually wins ; only, you must not
relax your eternal vigilance.

Remember that all things

come to him who hustles while others wait.
fied with your lot, and try to own one.

Be satis¬

The composer

must not wait for inspiration, nor the teacher for talented
pupils. It isonr business to teach every one all that they
can possibly learn, talent or no talent, and with sufficient
application a great deal can be accomplished by any stu¬
dent. It is astonishing how ranch poor playing one hears
in spite of first-elass instruction, and vice versa.

Some

people are fated to play very well, and many destined to
perform very badly, and the pupil must take her own risk
for only the seqnel can tell.

If yon are the happy posses’

77

“ temper, keep it—to yourself; cultivate the art of
homing more ominously polite, as your dander rises •

font nf 00 ,'°'V '10lenCe’ y°nare be«inniDg the remarkable

B^Jlr

t,ng 7nr nose in order to spite y°,ir ftce-

Besides being poor form, it is poor teaching.

Neither

EWr
" y°° CM ““ W yonr debts,
«i If it keep* you poor to do so; the best way i* 1)ot

p,a"10h—■-2

0f the P»Pi1.
better confine that expe se
the payment of yonr tuition.
P
°

urn.™ ”

•* ^

* • i»»~'»»«.
do not make yourself the

"J

~H“ TT"'*'• *"
r *»»
* '■
*nme line of business.

™L»a£

I>o not furnish a piano recital with each lesson • to

errr • ^

«*

“z

work it •»
PriM • A
h
explaining "how t0
•uniat,
I
nee<1 not necessarily he the most
amiable, bnt it can be forcible and yet police.

" rf>nCrT* P,a>in* <* course, there is
•r

T~ much comfort ta.l,

'oo“>,"r°rt-w*
°h“’

anhscribe to Tn, Etc,

™nsie, and have nil pupils

^■ss&SSTSS

InmUhe, a «»«„„, Cinderella"
or sore eyes the re-idinc* r *u
’

rtmieuK T1'rM°ni
i# tbe ire Icurling.
^
haTe wntinnslly

Iwallon I-alighll', at ranl7h"”i,“lf’h;

7

tbe

•"nety

time, and eery little j* left for * np ““ th"ir •’■Ubble
left for eenoit. study. Resides,

I am speaking of

the general run of American young people.

We get a

teacher; he may be good, he may understand his busi¬
ness thoroughly, he may set us to work on the most
perfect method, bnt he is powerless to deal with our
impetuosity to get at results; long before he can suc¬
ceed in laying a sure foundation, we have anticipated
him, and got the capstone laid, and the ridgepole, com¬
pleted tbe structure, and gone off with it.

It is difficult

blame to be fixed—it is one of those conditions which
will work itself out by the law of evolution.

Occasion¬

ally we meet with a young person, a real American, who
has the enthusiasm, slightly differing from most others,
which makes him resolved to spare himself no pains and
no time to make his course complete and his results
commendable.

In such cases the intelligent, conscien¬

tious teachers manage to sow a little seed, which, fall¬
ing upon fertile soil, results in something like satisfactory
However, the world was not made in a min¬

ute, and America can not be made artistic in this decade
nor in the next; consequently, it is well that we get a
If any

of my ambitious readers object to this latter phrase,
they may console themselves by saying it is the other
fellow who is the barbarian.—Lewis W. Doten 'n
1 The Leader.’’

5?
EKE - "Ta
""*•“«»M the th—.rv ,n,| u,,
corTeIa,lre branches, such
Fsehiooahle

many teachers that have been imported and brought up
about us we seem not to be affected.

barbarian satisfaction out of our barbaric music.

Uoo
^;"7hJ,VrnDt'
tOS°me
i»* artist however, is too
alien like the chef
who preparen
others but there IT
f°r “**
of

racket.”

all the culture that has been brought to us ; by all the

fruitage.

^Hbmvar to dmlv. «*. picture from the exercise of
niLTTJ

Our system

of musical study is wofully hap hazard, in the face of

to fix the blame for this condition ; probably there is no

sarcasm nor innuendo are in place, and better not say
the smart thing which happens to occur to you at the ex

rv."r* - -1-

we can get something out of it quicker than other people
in the world, but we get nothing refined.

"T

It must be remembered, always, that art does not
impart qualities; it only develops them.
picture jast abont what we want to see.
t mgs are pure.

a gIr Bets weak

-SSSCS

We see in a
To the pure all

Music plays upon the forces within,

arou. es and develops them, does not impart goodness or
»•» nex-, per se.

If masic bestowed all the desirable

virtues upon its devotees (we wish it did), our orchestral
musicians would be pinks of perfection, but they have
ii lr '1. ’ as
arrived at that desirable condition."
Musical Visitor.”

How to get your pupils interested? Just so. That is
a larger question and a harder one to answer than you
h ive any idea of. It is a question you will be trying to
answer every day you tench, and if you always find the
•urrert answer in every case, you will be more fortnnate
nr more uble and skilful than most of us. But I am not

instrument, so that its center is bulged up toward the
nor in a damp room.

If the room is overheated, a col¬

lection of growing plants helps to maintain a sufficient
amount of moisture to prevent injury to the instrument.
Plants are better than the evaporation of water iu a fur¬
nace, for the latter is generally neglected, and, too, when

going to give you a direct, categoric answer.
I am
going to answer your question, in part, Yankee fashion,

almost amounting to steam.

by asking you another.

the only remedy, together with fresh air, but it is injuri¬

How came you toltesointensely

the heat is great, the room becomes saturated with vapor
If a room is damp, heat is

interested in music as yon have been ever since you have
liven my pupil? Don’t you think others can become

other injury to the piano is that of placing sheet music

interested in music study in the same way that you did ?

and music books upon it.

Nn t human nature the same everywhere the world
over ? ( an not you draw on your own experience, short
as it has • xen, to help you in starting? Anil of course

movable and light articles, for these things deaden the
tone and muffle the sound.

your experience will enlarge with every pupil you take
in lranrl.
■

•

-»

otmj .

lUUl,

IS

enough. Very few of them have the natural sns
biltty to music with which oature gifted you.
experience does not apply to them, you think?
suppose yon try your hand oq a few dull pupils an
whether yon can awaken their interest in music,
not the fact that they come to yon for lessons
cate that they already have some interest?

Why si
they take lessons at all if they have no desire to h
bilk with them, to begin with.

Draw them out

out wliat their aims anil wishes and purposes are

way at the verv star/amUhe?"'coni'd*1"1 lnt.erwt "
If

An¬

It should be kept free of all

the instrument—the soundboard and the strings. F
let it be said that an instrument in tune has more t<
with the pleasure of listening to playing than has n
tone-quality.

Iu other words, an instrument of a

tone-quality, but out of tune, gives less pleasure t
one of poor tone-quality when in good tune.

Not <

is the pleasure to be considered, but the fine effects i
composers express with their delicate harmonies are
possible on an instrument that is out of tone. Ev,
thing that the composer had intended to give nttere
to becomes distorted, like looking at a landscape thro
a glass with a wrinkled and uneven surface
Then

***
.1 bn",n«M
•
’ And yon

- 1-W.f ££ ££ z? aw

by which

the tension

liecomes greatly

enough to let the soundboard fall below the center of
resistance ; then the soul of the instrument is gone.
Ever afterward its tone is dead, spiritless, and soulless.
It is then a “tin pan,” not an instrument of ninric.
Heat, dampness, aud neglect of tuniug, especially the
latter, have forever ruined the instrument.
One cause more for poor tone quality may he explained.
Much playing of marches, hymn tones, and five-finger
exercises, together with a large amount of general prac¬
so that if all else for fine tone-qnalitv is favorable, still
the tone is poor, harsh, hard, and unmusical.

“ passing that much of the common dropping of pi
playing by married women is largely due to the fact I
pianos are seldom kept in good tune. And the si
cause is responsible for much of the dislike pupils exp
tor practice.
1

A tuner

who is thoroughly np in his art can repair the hammers
and restore the original tone-quality, minns the extra
hardness of the overstretched strings.

Bnt if the piano

is really a good one, the tone can he fully restored to its
original beauty.

Very old pianos that are still good as

to position and condition of soundboard and key-action,
can he restrung by returning them to the factory at an
expense of from fifty to one hundred dollars ; hut the
revoicing by a good tuner costs only from one to five
dollars.
Finally, how often should a piano he tuned ?

It may he

The best

pianos need tuning twice a year, when, in the fall andearlf
winter, the woodwork is dried out by artificial heat, and
in the spring and early summer when the woodwork has
absorbed atmospheric dampness.

Bnt from seven eighths

to nine-tenthsof the pianos found in the homes of musical
families need tuning four times a year, especially if they

If you will lift the cover of your instrument you
find that every string is fastened to a pin of steel al

are to he kept in good tune and are in constant use.

By

the way, pianos get out of tune about as rapidly whea
Ih! tn"6
V°mm°n 1Cad peDCiL These Pins on
he tuning, the pitch, intonation. In nearly all pb
ey are dnven into a wooden block that is under orl,

Not vet; |fi wm come later* W
every pupil, if mv exnerien...'.r *
U good for anythingiTto xterf* «T
have to keep doing it all the ton. P

instrument,

relaxed, causes the frame of the pianoforte to give way

tice and playing, hardens the hammers and cuts the felt,

sensitive ears every false tone is torture.

Ma and Hnd 0'1* what ih'y like. No matter if
ike traah now ; p*rhap* you will be able to heln th*
like something letter by and by. And when th,
come, they will he likely to outgrow the tnSl
F,
present, suppose yon encourage them to hone th-.(
may soon he aide to play aecenfil lv th.
^
‘
Show them that in
» th^v m^8*.

r,nwi»"i"ThT** hilthro*d ,o^n<*

ous to let very cold air strike the instrument.

strings from every direction ; hut neglect to tune the

not used as when in daily use.

The best course to pur-

sue is to get a first-class tuner and engage him to tunc

’

the piano by the year, which he will do at reduced rates.

it rjnT°ntST PiMawrench,-“tuninghammi

Lastly, frequent tuning saves tlie soul and vitality of the
instrument.

of the iron plate through which the pins pass

In
a ’,7
1,8 them to Produce
correct
smn needed by the strings. If the piano has stood 1
hout tuning, the dampness gathered by the wood

Often students with most to overcome are capable el
greatest success.

than Ibo shoulder.

If you sit too elooe to the piano it

hamper* the performance In many conditions. When
popds hate a difficulty m obtalniug the np-arm toneh, it
is very ad.snUgeous to sit Anther away from the piano
at Best and to sit very low ; hot aa soon as the proper use
of the tricep* muscle (on the back part of the upper arm,

finally, with fonr;

always in all kinds of measure.

I also take, the liberty o

beginning with the usual

order of keys ; that is, starting from C, for the reason
that all the pupil’s early playing is in the key of C.
From a pedagogienl point of view, it is unfortunate
that so much of the first grade book is written in the key

;<M shate the ,|how) is actjaired, there is no need of

ol C ; but this is true of all elementary instruction books,

changing the seat at the piano to accommodate this

excep the Mason nnd Hoadley method, which was pub¬

••wwh

In foci, the

extreme form* with the wide

wrist motion* taught in the "Toneh ami Technic" are
infmdnrmi to facilitate tbe acquisition of this toneh, and
the wide wrist motions are particularly advantageous to
promote ionaearea

lished about twenty years ago.

lour, five, and six sharps, to be played within the first or
serond quarter of the instruction, and the book was
never a success, although it contained many excellent
ideas.
In arranging

iTi* "‘"2’rrrW ?m’
T

through all

*"n* fof M«wW*>hn’« "Spring

rxa-

the grades, therefore, I conform to

the usual practice, because the first difficulty of the
pupil is to follow the eye with the fingers, and there is
perhaps no real objection to their having it made as
easy and pleasing for them as possible.

oi
“ ‘“u"
O ne note* bow is the mrasnreconntrd ?— Maa. W C

7’'“ "" • I”fii *1-00,1, oil th, k,,.
«7J Ll’T’ "•" T""”> “1 toi'l—iir," before 1

TI..,7 77^

This had exercises in

% •**■•«•. i"-- .hi. poi..

As soon as the

seale of C has been played in all kinds of time,—that is

counting two, three, fonr, six, nine, and twelve, one note
to a count (the nines and twelves hurried up a little)
-I then go to the scale of G, perhaps with the same
wanting ; and when this goes comfortably, which it will
do in about two lessons, then to the scale of D; and

“Touch and Technic,” because experience shows that
verbal directions not accompanied by musical examples
are insufficient for many who need them.
Mendelssohn's “Spring Song” can be

played

faster

or slower as you like, anywhere from about 126 to 144
for quarter notes.
The musical example inclosed in the foregoing letter
is in | time.

There is a melody running in octaves,

in quarters, and eighths

alternately, and an accom¬

paniment figure in chords in eighth notes.

In some

instances the melody quarter note comes at the same
time as the chord which lies in the middle of it.
octave and the chord notes are struck at
time.

The

the same

They were not written in exactly the same verti¬

cal plane, because the accompaniment notes had to be
stemmed down as eighths and the melody notes stemmed
up as quarters.

This made it necessary to slightly

disarrange the position of the notes.

It is the same

thing as happens when two notes are written at the in¬
terval of the second upon one stem, on a line and space
adjacent, in which case one of the notes always stands a
little to one side of the other, although both are struck at
the same time.

There is no certain guide to the time of

This gives

bringing in the notes in a measure but their time value.

aTl t m°"n“ry’ 80,1 al8° ‘° 8liSh,'y >°nR« forms,
* adv,sable ‘o continue these two notes to a
through the scale of A, or you can take F if you

that have to come in at four must be brought in at that

now I should give two notes to each beat.

Each voice has to be counted for itself, and all the notes

~r:1

“ •«

^le.
7 "e0e8Sary
•ales ,n
in anv
any'8order
yon like.

takejg to
The y°n
onlyCan
point

change to a new scale so soon as a certain facility ,,
recnlleetion the k„ of r, a.,
Acrorrt.ng to my
Hare pa,,!,
w* «>»••
the first
sav oth*r L OMM* “ » "Wer open the kevboard than

been ac.n.red in the old.

Meanwhile the r7y fm j

-,h<i Wi' * aWe *
-- of i
M hen the pup,] ha* played two notes to one heat we

iMSSSSi-r23
tbs Secrets of lh,

«>«*" Mamie,
The key of n

Send them along, because whatever bothers you prob¬
ably bothers somebody else.
I have been presented with a metronome.

Wired manner one

remarked. I*,,
• I I helteve tbvs w tbs fort

I would like to know whether I can ask yon a
questions about Mason’s “ Touch and Technic. ” If they
are not of sufficient importance to put in The Etude,
will you please answer them by letter?—J. C. D.

Hease tell

rufti iW 1 wonld sct tlle metronome for 80, equal a
fiotted quarter, marked Allegretto ? On my metronome
, V8 ,m‘\rke!1 Larghetto. in the Leyhach Fifth Nocturne
L.the. introduction marked Allegretto, quarters at
Mx-eight measure. Further on it is quarters at 69.

-%z :z

0/

time, whether they are written over one another or not.

...»<M—.n - .I* g

,7,7 “lr‘°

Ktn?. l's‘ng./on,r' standard grades do I need any other
„„7fn,i7S,d^ Mason’8 “Touch and Technic?” Would
studies? W t*1® <;ourse right through, without other
Mrs. P. M. K.

in Tausig’* work ?

Using the fingering of the C-major

key throughout, " modern fingering” is obtained surely.
, True, "modern fingering” is, after all, but a develop¬
ment of an ancient principle. Bach evidently had in

t—-S

For a third illustration, take the C-sharp Fugue ol
Bach, from the “Well-tempered Clavichord,” the motive
of which is thus :
54 3

1

-4-3-

mind thU principle, which is the true one : “ There is
nothing new nnder the snn.” Principles have always
existed. Discoveries reveal them, in time.

-A—
1432153

Bach discovered the principle governing the thumb_

132141414

namely, that it was to lie used in common with the

1
etc.

other fingers, without regard to tonality. In his day, to
be sure, there was only a partial working ont of the

printed in the Peters Edition, No. 1.

thninh t capabilities; too radical a change tends to re¬

will see that the object of such a fingering is clearly tc

tard, instead of to promote, progress in this direction.
Disregard the old idea concerning the use of the thumb

follow ont the idea of keeping the thumb off black keys

on black keys, and yon have nearly solved the problem.

Czerny has to use both thumbs on black keys, as, indeed,

I*t the lignre determine the fingering, and not the tonal¬

he has done in many places.
matter ?

The fingering over the notes is that of Czerny, as

whenever possible.

ity. With these simple directions the understanding of
the principle is easy. Bo ranch for theorizing : Now let
the matter he considered practically, using for ill ustrations the following examples: Take, first, the easy and
popular Rondoletto, Opus 78, of Burgmilller. The sec¬
ond episode, in C minor, affords an excellent opportu¬
nity for conservative, advanced, and nltraistic views re¬
garding the nse of the thumb. A conservative fingering
might be expressed, as indicated in the following excerpt
uU«r! Tk"!<a: ;‘n ft‘,T"nCWl fin*e™g by b ; and an
ultra,,. ,c fingering bye. Perhap,, among the thousands
. pip.es ra the elementary grade, this
afford, one of ll,e best examples.

5th

measure even

Why discriminate in the

Consider for a few moments the fingering under the
notes : Using the G-sharp as a pivotal note for the
I'or a second illustration, a portion of the Gigue from
Handel’s Sixth Suite, representing intermediate grade
music, is presented : Measures 35 to 39, Peters Edition :

thumb, a fine control of the motive is obtained.
situation thoroughly.

Similarly, compare the fingering

of the important sequences found in measures 7 to 10,
10 to 19, and 48 to 51, left hand, Czerny fingering over
and reconstructed fingering under the notes.
7 to 10 will suffice to illustrate:
3

*

Measures

1242123212

Em

5—
3

1 4

3 2 1 3

13

13 2 13

14

32135431

5 4 3 1

3 2 1

& q • » *- tf ftit

l

!!}? ! S i 3 ii!f I

1 3

i:i |

>

133

5

54143

The

position of the hand enables the player to command the

Rondoletto

Measures 57 72. Right Hand.
3 I
13 13
13 2 4
13 2 4
1 3 3 5 13 3 6

Yet, in the

The close studenl

5

52

12353213
• »■:*

321

2

to the composer.

Schumann's music is replete with

beautiful harmonizations and is crowded with exquisite
melodic ideas, but it is not well to have our mnsic, our
blood, or onr soap extremely thick ail the time. The
chief effect which the playing of Schumann has is to
teach one to know and love the inner voices, for his
compositions, though genuine keyboard music, are al¬
ways polypbouic, that is, many-voiced.

which translated into English would be “ egg-oil-potatomixture.”

Just fancy yourself in the din of a res¬

taurant, tapping with your spoon on a coffee enp and
wildly shrieking for egg-oil-potato-mixtnre. They tell
another good story of the Emperor to this effect: He
hates the English so that he is sorry to have Queen
Victoria for a grandmother, and once, when he bad a
severe attack of bleeding at the nose, he repulsed his

To E. L T. —So yon think yonr teacher underesti¬
mates your ability, do you, nnd fails to arouse your

anxious attendants,

saying, “ Let the accursed English
blood run ont of me.” I am reminded of these things

enthusiasm by not giving you anything hard enough to

whenever I hear a despairing beginner making a wild

make you practice.

I do not like to appear a cross-

attempt to say Scherzo, or miscalling Allegro, or strain¬

grained old cynic or crabbed fault finder, but I mast say,
to unburden my artistic conscience safely, that your
question reveals little else than two very unwholesome

ing his Andante through a pinched nose, or groaning
every time the name of Vieuxtemps, Schytte, Tschai-

conditions of your own mind, namely, a low and inade¬
quate standard of performance and a vicious habit of con¬
sidering the difficulty mther than the beauty of the
music with which you deal. Oottschalk, in his “ Notes
of a I’mnist,” alludes satirically to an nmatenr who was
to play with him a two piano piece, and who spoke
snpercilionsly of the work ns being too easy. I have a
fnend a concert pianist, who frequently plays in pub7 8clm,,,il,m'# “Tri.nmerei,” and he tells me that it
always secures an encore. My sarneet advice to yon
», bu.ld ,,p before yourself „ high standard of ideal
finish, and yon will find that the painful drudgery
and discouragement which yon experience at first wiU
give p'ace. after » time, to » delightful sense of ease, and

kowsky, Leschetizky, Paderewski, Sgambati, or Wienmwsk! looms up over the horizon. A little weakness
of the flesh as touching the Russian may be pardoned,

nothiug gained, however, by mincing matters in mnsic;
il one has an opinion based upon reasons, the only thing
to do is to express it and give the reasons.

Chopin was

proverbially careless in noting down his compositions,
but in this particular instance the form of notation is so
peculiar, so completely out of the ordinary, that there is
hardly room for a difference of opinion.

In the passage

tor which you ask my opinion (the opening measure
ot the C-sharp Minor Polonaise, Op. 26) you find a
thirty-second followed by a double-dotted eighth. Now,
this plainly and positively precludes and prohibits the
making the first note of each of the first five unison pairs
a grace note.

It seems somewhat odd and ont of the

ordinary, no doubt, at first, to make this sharp definition
of the opening tone with the left hand as an octave and
tlie right as a single

note, followed by left, a single

note, and right an octave.

Yet look a little closer—do

or every time the Sclav starts out to spell himself,
he just kicks over the printer’s font; but as for the

you not observe that the long-answering tone is one

immemorial Italian words, which express the rate of

kind of melody and defining the intervals?

uniform E, while the thirty-seconds change, making a
\es, by all means practice makinga decisive accent on

r'Th1? a"d “I6 Style °f Prance, they have
the right of primogeniture, since the Italians first
cultivated these art-forms, aud their names are under¬
stood by persons of culture all over the world.
sheer indolence not to learn the pronunciation

It is
and

meaning of these words, for there are not more than
one hundred of them in constant use.

Every cultivated

person should know a little of other languages than his

this thirty-second, and vigorously hold under the impor¬
tunate E. Your professor who played it one way, yet per¬
mitted his pupil to deliver it another way, was simply
guilty ot an oversight.

This sharp defining of a short

initial tone aud following it up by a long tone, is what
is technically called a Scotch snap, and is characteristic
of many species of folk-music.

he fineness of your cultivated perceptions will realize a
fascinating delight to detai|s of wbich now
-hol.y unconscious.

When yon can do a scale pianist

"T-nt the rate
-«* or ten noL per
second, you will hear something very beautiful, ami feel
the charm of high piano art.

But above all things do

L IS,
~/r
^ bef0reJOn
i8 ^cult,’
that
showy. If your m'f
only desire
u ,0

To F. S.-Yon ask what pieces to use for a pupil well
advanced in Lebert and Stark, No. 2, but unable to play

VI lien learning a piece, go slow, aud never pass by a
mistake ; stop, and do it over correctly ; but when a

?”e °f,the V6ry b68t thiu«s t0 d°for the JU

sit,on of strength and agility both is the study of that

piece is fairly well learned, play it through to the end,

P-nliar type of repeated note exercises in which a mel

never stopping for anything, but after playing it through,

:*!! Carrfled

iu "Hd sixteenths or triplet sW eenTh

rz vrr 7—- * *

turn back to the hard places and work on them again,
over and over until perfectly conquered.

This enables

you to play steadily and surely before listeners.
feet beauty is attained only by labor.”

“ Per‘

Even the trans¬

cendent genius of a Beethoven was content to return
again and again to a theme, altering and retouching, re¬

P-ece of fanciful mnsic-half e„K>tional‘haI

writing, pruning, and perfecting, until fit for its destined
place.

time; he believed that not only his own music and

led him to thank Heaven that at last he had found a

bars of No. 19; where in Chopin’s uocturnes will you

master Irom whom he could learn something. Beethoven
called him “ the immortal god of harmony.” Mendels-

find anything more languorous aud dreamy, more roman¬

»>hn, in his youthful enthusiasm, boldly fought the
Philistines and proved to a skeptical world that the
St. Matthews Passion ” is the most inspired choral
work ever written. Schumann helped to found the Bach
Society, and told his pupils that Bach should be their
daily bread.

When Chopin traveled he always found

mom in his trunk for Bach’s pianoforte works, even
when he went to the Island of Majorca, where he com¬
posed some of his finest pieces, the Preludes. Before
giving a concert he always locked himself up in his room
a fewdays to practice Bach —never his own compositions.
I.t»zt and Rubinstein worshipped Bach, and to Robert
Kranx he was the beginning and end of art; highly as he
esteemed Handel, he remarked, “If I am asked which
of the two has the greater creative power (which of
course, is the main thing), I say that Bach stands far

tic, than those mysteriously vague harmonies?

There

you have the soul of Bach, which in its essence was as
romantic as Wagner’s or Chopin’s.
It is quite remarkable that both Bach and Chopin
should have embodied so many of their inspired ideas
in the short and insignificant form of the Prelude.
Gounod marred one of the most beautiful of Bach’s by
marrying it to a vapid melody, for which crime, I hope
he will have to serve an extra year in purgatory.

But

there are others equally fine, and 1 often wonder why so
few musicians know anything about them, or ever play
them in public, for they are the delight of my soul

Chopin’s and Liszt’s, bnt Beethoven’s, Mozart’s and
Bach’s ought to be,

in certain places, played with

the tempo rnbato. This idea Biilow applied to the piece
under consideration.

The word fantasia indicates its

freedom in regard to form—not geometric or regular,
but irregular and fantastic.

Its freedom and variety in

the matter of tempo are indicated by the fact that in the
Fantasia alone we have the marks allegro impetuoso,
andante, andante sciolto (free), allegro, andante, inolto
adagio, allegro, adagio, andante, allegro, adagio, allegro,
lento rubato quasi improvisato,
a composition of twelve

and maestoso, all in

pages, large type 1

I call

especial attention to the rnbato quasi improvisato, which
Biilow might have placed at the head of the whole

Every Sunday after lunch I sit down at my piano and
play No. 7 of the “Zwiilf Kleine l’raludien” (page 10

piece ; it should be played more or less like Chopin

of the Breitkopf and Hartel edition of Bach’s Klavier-

or Liszt pieces—in tempo rubato, and like an improvisa¬
tion.

werke. Band 1).

It looks like a trifle, but in that trifle

there is material enough to build up the whole system of

The Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue is also remarkable

far above Handel.”
Wagner, in the last years of his
life, played Bach in preference to everything else. “ In

modern harmonic music. Of coume, one must know how

as being the first piece that introduces the recitative into

to emphasize the melody in the bass, and how to set off

pianoforte mnsic, thus giving it a dramatic character.

the w.rks of Itach,” he wrote, “ is embodied the essence,
the whole substance, of German art.”

the changing harmonies against one another

Thus, from the time of Mozart to onr day, the great
masters have looked on Bach as their master. He is the

eqnany, 0f course, I use the pedal in every bar.

And

But I have said enough to show that there is a romantic

Poor

side to Bach’s genius.

To me this romantic side is much

more in evidence, and infinitely more interesting, than

rompe rs’ compos, bnt I lielieve the time will come
when, m part at least, he will also be the people’s com¬

his 1
Tl ’"1!1 U° t0Ue'8nstai“iflg Pedal, but he, with
his love of broad, sonorous basses and mingled rich harmonns, would have used the pedal as much «

poser. Now that " agner’s art has become the music of
the present, the true music of the future is Bach’s

cry out that the pedal ought not to be used in Bach be-

tal; scholars admire in Itach is the scholarly stnicture
of hi* pierc, the marvelous ingenuity and logical dear-

*7 iTa PW8Cribed’ 1 Wa“tt0 thr0W a b”<'kbat at
him. Such a man misses the very soul of Bach'-tb*

the formal, polyphonic side, for which alone the average
musician seems to Lave ears.

erevvski does, had he lived to-day. When I hear a pedant

of ‘■'•Hyphonic thought, the “architecture,” or
orm, of hisemposmons. What men of ge„ins admire

of serious and earnest work being done by the piaxi
teachers in many of the smaller places.

You will fin

teachers in small towns who are themselves more tha
respectable players, and who are enthusiastic for goo

in Baoli is the extraordinary wealth and spontaneity of

music.

harmonies th" en,0ti°UBl
of h* ".elodies a,id
harmonies, the passumate expressiveness of his discords

selves with a band of mnsic lovers, aud become centers i

ramc, at Harvard, he onee astonished vn»

a

i

the towns where they work.

In other eases they lac

the organizing ability, and the good they do is merel

.

hardly a harmony in Wagner whlTliad
noTb^nUT banlly, “ h*rni0nr iD 'V**ner ’Web hJf
" a iTJT? *fD*r,t,0M •*» b? OW Sebastian Bach. I
any case, 1 trust every reader of
prepared to agree with FW. cathode

Sometimes they have the tact to surround then

£
* This prelade i, printed on the opposUe p

.al^ in the coarse of their private lessons. lew ol their finer pupils have a like enthusiasm kindle
. IJi 18 vel7 fortunate in a case of this sort
Kfifini ms-r over ln *-he town, with a certain amount i
niyl .i^1.1!0" ?Ud orKanizing capacity, happens to recof
both wnrF e”i
,tbe y°uug teacher. In such a eas
than •>i„
Jj?£ether can accomplish very much moi
than alone. W. S. B. Mathews in “Music.”
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While this is, from one point of view, true, in the
broader light of modern development and resenrch
along the lines of piano playing as a science, as well as

be inculcated in his future efforts.
This recipe will work best with those students the

posing.
That a young musician should spend years in writing
out figured basses and exercises in counterpoint is very

an art, the above statement is refuted by the work of
many good players and teachers.

composition of whose inclination possesses the prime
ingredient of earnest endeavor,—a prime factor in any
successful undertaking.

During the first years of study the pupil’s progress in
mental and mechanical technic proceeds on nearly

lo both student and teacher I would suggest that
boundless enthusiasm and constant association with

faculty for recognizing tone combinations made by otheis.

parallel lines.

broad-minded musicians and ideas—mainly the latter-

Theory of music in this, the true sense of the word,

For the development of mechanical

technic various means arc employed by various teachers.
For mental development most all teachers use Bach,
ficarlatti, llaydn, Mozart, etc., for foundation work. So
far—good 1 Afterward—what ! !

means the systematic cultivation of the ear.

will constantly be au upward development toward per¬
fect musicianship, and, incidentally, well-balanced char¬
acter.

very few instances.

mental ami mechanical technic,—facility in velocity,
scale and arpTggio work in various touches; refine¬
ment, lightness, strength, versatility, skill in so bal¬
ancing chords that any desired tone may be made to
stand out prominently; facility and surety in reaches,
skips, n.«e of pedal, in reading, and, above all, in think¬
ing
Why can not all these qualities be maintained
and further developed by practicing pieces judiciously
selected? The student will develop musical taste, ver¬
satility, and acquire mental nerve much more rapidly.
The earnest worker, having previously thoroughly
mastered the ABC of technic, will not go wrong in
adopting this idea if be continues to back bis endeavors
by common sease.

Please do not understand that the

KEY-CHARACTER A FALLACY.

by ear the succession of harmonies in a simple choral
after the first chord and key had been named. Is it not
an absurdity that the systematic development of the ear

by tV. F. OATES.

is the only thing never thought of in the study of mnsic?
And is it not a question whether general education in
music need go any farther ?

The study of a musical in¬

concerning me cnaracter ol the various Keys,

strument or of composition must take much more time

stated that several
standard writers had
assignee
-vyutcra
uaa assi^ut
riRupn/if AwiaitAn A . 1L
•
.«
characteristics to them ; in other words, claim

than the cultivation of the ear alone.

have varied capacities for emotional expression.

child work in a thoughtless, mechanical way. The cul¬
tivation of the ear, on the contrary, fosters a concentra¬

For instance, Gretry says-and he will do as a

The study of

a musical instrument often dulls the mind, and makes a

of the others-" The key of C is noble and franl

tion of attention which can not hut act beneficially on

brilliant; E flat is grand and pathetic; Fminortl
pathetic of all; F-sharp major is hard and sharp 1
it is overloaded with accidentals,” etc.

the development of the entire mind.

In this connection we have two questions to t
then leave the matter for our readers to decide efor himself. If the key of D had certain disting

he done only deceive themselves.

To teach music

merely by teaching the use of an instrument is impossi¬
ble, and both teacher and pupil who believe that it can
Let teachers devise a

set of exercises which have for their purpose the ele¬
mentary training of the ear and of musical intelligence-

characteristics a hundred years ago, and if at that

Briefly stated, the object of these exercises should be io

composition in that key had a particular emotio

teach the student to read with the ear—the only true

mosphere, what does that composition portend

reading of music.

cons,dering the fact that there has been const
change in the pitch in the last 100 years’

music, for notes are only graphic signs for tones, aud

And, again, what effect does the transposing ke

with any given note.—Helene M. Spaeman>’ »*
“Lessons in Audition.”

writer advocates the entire abandonment of the study
of good technical works.

keys
a half
keys lettetteyb0ar<1
the piano play
it SteP’
in E

The suggestion, however,

I have known students of music

who had taken piano lessons for more than ten, and
theory lessons for three or four, years from excellent

have

that after the student can do well ordinary technical

Our present

teachers—talented pupils, too,—who were unable to tell

Of course, it is presumed that the student will first

teacher are in earnest. Let us ask what qualities should
characterize the playing of a pianist possessed of good

making tone combinations ; it only aims at developing the

mode of musical education furnishes this cultivation in

contain the material necessary for the student’s further
technical development.

This proposition is not at all daring if pupil and

But theory, in the

real sense of the word, does not require the capacity for

will make your artistic life a constant change, for it

I suggest: At this point drop mechanical technic as
such, i. e., lay aside your Plaidy, Mason, Germer, or
other technical compendium, and tubttilule piece» which

have mastered the A B C of mechanical technic in one or
the other of the above-mentioned text books, mid have
sufficient ability to make application of the mechanical
principles mastered in the study of pieces.

well, for “practice makes perfect.”

Does the tune in D lose its natural effect

Reading notes need not he reading

very few people combine in their minds the right tone

and?While n8iDS ‘1
flat

In other words, isn’t the whole thing a fallacy

—Shun idleness ; it is the rust that attaches itself to
the most brilliant metals. — Voltaire.

voyage ends at Genoa.
certs, cost of tuition, living expenses, etc., so that the
student reading them may judge for himself of their
comparative advantages, and be aided to make a wise
choice. This article will lie devoted to music study in
Italy, and especially Milan.
Italian Cities.
When we speak of music study in Italy, it is usually
Milan or Florence that is meant. Other cities are grad¬
ually coming to the front, notably Rome, Naples, and
Bologna ; and of these three it may lie said that very
recently they hnve made so decided a stride forward as
to threaten the supremacy of Milan if the progress con¬
tinues ; but in the past, and still in the present, Milan
and Florence, and chiefly the former, boast a radical
pre-eminence, both in reputation and in the advantages
offered.
Fob Instrumental Students.
First, let me say that for all students of instrumental
mnsic Italy is practically out of the question, that is,
for a prolonged stay. A flying visit, to behold and en¬
joy the manifold art treasures in painting, architecture
and sculpture, bequeathed by a by gone age of splendor,
will well repay the coet in time and money even to the
music student, as a liberal addition to his stock of general

From here four hours by rail

over an incredibly rough track, where one is shaken

the same time, such as sight-reading, harmony, musical

about iu the light compartment car until he fancies him¬

history, and the like.

self in a corn-popper, bring one either to Florence or

signed to each teacher, who devotes to these the whole

Only six to ten pupils are as¬

Milan, according to choice of destination, in time to find

of the three hours a day which he gives to conser¬

a boarding place and a piano, get unpacked and settled,

vatory work, all teachers having the right to give pri¬

and begin the inevitable straggle with the language’

vate lessons outside.

liefore the opening of Conservatory terms about October
10th.

failing to pass, the examination the first year, may
secure private lessons of any of the conservatory pro¬

How to Leakn the Language.

fessors, at the rate of from five to ten francs a lesson,

Une can derive little benefit from lessons of foreign

Students fearing to attempt, or

as frequent and for as long a time as they desire, and the

masters until familiar with the language ; therefore, the

examination can he taken later, or, indeed, repeated

more one knows of it before settling in a foreign land for

each year without expense, as many times as the pupil

study, the better. There is, of course, every facility
for learning the mother tongue of a country here more

has patience and courage to undergo it.

easily and quickly than in America ; but if the student

these schools, especially in the Royal Conservatories, are

is entirely ignorant of it on arrival, he must allow at

high and the methods sound ; and students unable to

least six months, during which several hours a day

enter, in obtaining lessons of one of their authorized

It is hardly necessary to say that the standards in

must be given to the language, and so necessarily taken

professors, may feel safe in relying on judicious and able

from practice ; and the sojourn in Europe must be

guidance.

planned somewhat longer than if he has already mas¬

e-specially of voice, not connected with these institutions ;

tered the grammar and acquired a vocabulary before
leaving home.

but as the choice of a teacher is of primary importance,

There are doubtless many excellent teachers,

and as serious mistakes are continually being made in
this respect by American students who come here as

The Italian conservatories differ widely from our

culture and information ; for the day is long past when

in many important respects.

a musician was expected to be jHwted about nothing in

They are not priva

strangers, it is always better, other things being equal,
to fall back upon the official guarantee afforded by the

particular except the instrument upon which he per¬

tablishments, ran at a venture for financial profit,
pubhc educational institutions, more on the plan o

formed. For the serious study of any instalment, how¬
ever, even the Italians freely admit that Paris, or any of

common schools, managed and supported entirely e
by the national or the local city government. In M

Milan, as a center for voice culture, is still living on

the German mnsic centers, are greatly preferable.
Most Italian pianists and violinists of any prominence

for instance, with the exception of a tax of tw

the name and fame of the great Lamperti, and since his

francs ($4.00), connected with the executing of ce

death there seems to be no vocal teacher in Italy who

have studied hi Germany, quite as universally as do

official papers at the beginning of the second year

can justly claim equality with him or any great pre¬

Americans, and they are. few and, generally speaking, of

eminence over others.

We must, of conrse, make a

pupils pay absolutely nothing for instruction, alth
they may remain ten years.
Tuition is free h

notable exception in favor of Sgambati, at Rome, and

students foreign as well as native, who can secnr,

many quarters.

no decided pre-eminence.

perhaps also of Adini, at Florence.

But one swallow

ission by passing the examination snecessfnlly

title

Professor in the Royal Conservatory.”
Milan as a Center foe Voice Cui.tuke.

Vannnccini, of Florence, is

perhaps the best known, and is highly spoken of in
Gallignani is the present director of

the Royal Conservatory of Milan,

where

Lamperti

taught and trained so many great singers, and is a com¬

does not make a summer, nor one or two artists a musi¬

Amencan mnsic pupil, therefore, once admitted t<

cal standard and atmosphere. As a rule, the mastery of
the piano especially is too long and laborious a task for

ZZ27y\,need
DOthiD« in his estimal
expenses
for the cost 8l,0W
of lessons.

recent and valuable acquisition to the institution.

the genial, talented, but indolent and unstable Italian
temperament.

The so-called Royal Conservatories, of which ther
four in Italy, at Milan, Rome, Naples, and Pale

inheritance upon the shoulders of Mine. Pauline Vaneri

poser of some prominence and a protcg6 of Verdi, a

which take decider! precedence of all others in p

Lamperti’s mantle seems to have descended by direct
Filippi, who was trained by him in his best days, made
a successful concert career in her youth, and is his suc¬

panied by the orchestra, ns the one in Beethoven’s
E tint .Major Concerto, is an exception.
It is difficult to obtain exceptional facility. It is still
more difficult to use it, then, exclusively in the service of
pure art.

notes, where everything that belongs rhythmically to¬
gether is already arranged so that not much deciphering
is needed.

the past few years, with the result of bringing the jour¬
nal into relations with new writers, that the publisher

Is-t a piece be preceded by some introductory chords,
so as to connect by modulation different themes with
each other.
The hearer wants to he prepared, and
listens more attentively if he knows whnt is coming.
Bnt it the composer himself begins the piece with in¬
troductory measures, a prelndc is not necessary ; on the
contrary, it wonld lie pleonasm.
When the composer brings something surprising,—a
false cadence, surprising intervals, chords, or the like,
you most not play it ns if it onght to be so ; yon must
make the hearer feel that

something unexpected is

coming,—for instance, in the first movement of Beet¬
hoven’s Sonata, Optra .">3, the passage after the repetition
of the first theme.
When Johann Sebastian Bach writes triplets for one
hand, notes with dots after them for the other, he wants
to have the sixteenths plnyed. not after the last note of
the triplet hot together with it
There are infallible
proofs for this statement in bis works. Bach did not yet
know the more correct bnt complicated method of writ¬
ing that is now used in snch eases.

So great an interest has been manifested in the Prize
Essay competitions instituted by The Etude during

has decided to make a similar offer in the province of
musical composition.
must not be played in the same way as the parallel
passage in the beginning of the same movement:

Much of the music submitted

to publishers shows a great lack of an understanding
of the principles upon which the construction of instru¬
mental music depends, and it is our endeavor to offer
to composers an incentive to more systematic study and
artistic work.

*
ft
'yr—+-•-f
everybody expects the “G;” A-flat is a surprise; it

We have decided to offer $50 in prizes, subject to the
following conditions :

wonld be best, therefore, to lengthen the eighth rest a
trifle, and then play the “ A » flat as softly as possible.

The competition is open to ail readers of The Etude.

But sneh things must never be interpreted as if one
wanted to instruct the hearer. The object of playing is

for piano solo, based upon a motive formed from the

not to instruct other people, but to give them as high a
degree of pleasure as possible.

cal figure, reiteration of one or more of the notes, key,
etc., being left to the composer.

When you play an ensemble piece, or when you accom¬
pany a song, yon mnst not only read yonr part, hut you
must also follow, with yonr eye, the other parts

he invented by the composer, and the fitness and musical

When yon play a work with orchestral accompani¬
ment, yon mnst know the score as well as you do your

J

on In rvnrf

All compositions entered in this competition mnst be
following letters : C, B, C,* the choice of.time, rhythmi¬

A second theme may he used in the composition, to
beauty of this theme shall he considered in making the
awards.
All compositions must be in this office not later than
April 1st.
Competent judges will he appointed by the editor,

,
^ „„„ mauy aeiausot exei
escape the public. Is it indifference or mere stn
on its part? It is, rather, contempt for the artist
worthwhile tronhling oneself about nobodies’ T
w.ll be so long as art is considered a pastime, a distra
and not as a sacred manifestation of life.—Rubinsh

who shall make up their decisions separately.
The compositions awarded prizes will he published in
The Etude and will become the property of the pub¬
lisher.
The first prize will he $25, the second, $15, and the
third, $10.

As a student, yonr aim shonld be to accomplish some¬

-A man feels a vocation. It .seizes his who!
His ideas converge to that one unique end, to

entered if none meet the required standard.

thing good ; hut M a master yon may try to accomplish
something excellent.

somethmg m some opera : something grand and b

scripts rejected will be returned.

fnl. He sacrifices everything for it, and. lo ! one fir
he finds that he is mistaken, that he had better

and send us at the same time a sealed envelope contain¬

entered another career.

ing yonr name and address, with the nom de plume or

The alisolnte beauty of a work of art, even in its
gayest forms, is able to move one to tears.
“Marriage of Figaro.”)

(Mozart’s

How can God permit a

thus to adopt a false road ?
atheist. — ttubinste in.

It is enough to make c

The judges reserve the right to reject all compositions
All manu¬

In sending manuscripts use a nom de plume or motto,

motto written on the outside of the envelope.
•Same as Rubinstein used in his “ Melodie in F."

when that system was formulated—viz., the Italian
opera.
“ Irrespective of its quality or condition.” By that is
conveyed the truth which so many, unfortunately, over¬
look. They associate the Italian method with a certain
quality of tone, a certain mnnner of taking a tone, or a
certain condition of vocal attainment in some way dis¬
tinctive. The old Italian method does not begin with
tone production or the study of the quality, nnd has but
little to do with the peculiarities of the instrument; it
takes the tone as it finds it, in whatsoevercondition, and
beginning there, snbjects it persistently ton prescribed
routine, which rootine is as fixed and unalterable as n
system can lie made by the combined experience of mas¬
ter minds covering a period of nearly two centuries.
This is indisputable. While many, perhaps most of the
old method writers allude, in their inevitable and stereo¬
typed prologues or introductions, to quality, they, know¬
ing well the utter hopelessness of expressing their ideas
in type, proceed at once to the business of ringing—that
is, of training the voico as they find it by the old Italian
formula, trusting to that formnln to enlarge, strengthen,
and qualify the voice for its prospective use, and, while so
doing, to eradicate the defects existing in the voice ; and,
happily, but not strange to relate, the results are consist¬
ent and satisfactory. All we find relating to the old
Italian method in the writings of those whom we can
quote as authority is of no value in the way of sugges¬
tions as to how tone formation, pure and simple, should
tie acquired, finch terms as tone placing, or voice build¬
ing were not known or rarely indulged in, except as they
were alluded to synonymously in the advanced stages of
development. As before stated, the system presupposed
the tone an established fact, ready to be acted upon, ex¬
panded, and matured by the old Italian method. It seems
almost superfluous to illustrate, but to avoid any misun¬
derstanding let ns compare the tone of a promising and
established voice to a perfectly formed and talented child.
The old Italian method recognized the voice already ex¬
isting clearly an entity, characteristic and worthy of de¬
velopment, no less truly than the parents look with
pride upon the possibilities of attainment of their per¬

quirements of the stage. This differs from the custom
of the present day in that there have been great advances
along the line of preparatory culture. Voices with little
of promise in any particular have, by careful treatment,
frequently covering a number of years of patient
drudgery, been brought to the condition that would
have been called by the old Italian masters, promising;
they could then be taken and passed through the old
Italian system of drill for the stage. That is precisely
what shonld be done to-day. This points clearly to the
difference in the influence of the times. Then only
voices naturally most excellent were thought worthy of
consideration. Now, so many opportunities for the use of
voices have served to develop them to a certain point,
and so much has been added to the general knowledge of
how to establish nnd perfect vocal resonance as a foun¬
dation for advanced study, that were the technicalities of
the old Italian method better appreciated as relating to
the already established condition, and from that point
properly understood and applied, there could be wrought
a much higher average of results as well as many more
exceptionally fine artists. The error and presumption
of the uninformed teachers of the present day lies in
their assuming that this work of primarily establishing
the voice comes nnder the head of, or is in any way re¬
lated to, the system under discussion.
Now let ns take np the second clause in our proposi¬
tion, and explain the application of the old Italian
method, its purposes and its results.
The system deals with the voice from the standpoint
of its first and greatest artistic requirement—viz.,
control. This requirement, which so diversifies the
vocal power, may be classified into three groups, as fol¬
lows :
Sustaining, which includes the mezza di voce the
portamento, and the hold in full, half, and echo voiie.
Agility, which includes the various scales in all
tempos, the vocalises, solfeggio, the embellishments such
as mordenti, grupetti, trill, etc.
Interpretation, in which all of the preceding are ap¬
plied in songs, recitatives, arias, and cadenzas.
The system is progressive to a degree, based upon and

bly be granted to the individuality in question. It dif¬
fers from all other modes of development in the rigidity
of its demands and in the supremacy of its results ; its
penalties for disloyalty are as severe as its emoluments
are great to the faithful. Through it many have become
famous; without it, lasting fame as a singer is impossible.

NORDICA ON PRACTICING..
In a recent number of an English Journal Madam
Nordica has contributed the first of two articles en¬
titled “Advice to Young Singers.” There is much
sound sense in what the gifted vocalist has written,
though, of course, some of it is rather obvious—as advice
is apt to be. On the other hand, it is precisely the
obvious that the student will not notice, of which the
following advice on practicing is an example : “One of
the first things that the young pupil will be concerned
to know is the amount of daily practice she should devote
to her work. Upon this point it is impossible to lay
down any hard and fast rule, since it is a matter depend¬
ing wholly upon the strength, ability, and inclination of
the pupil, and shonld be regulated accordingly. Every
girl knows that it is harmful to continue any physical
exercise until a sense of weariness sets in. The athlete
will tell you that he ceases exercising long before he
begins to experience any feeling of exhaustion. The pre¬
cise analogue is found in vocal culture, although here we
have not only a physical exercise,—that of certain muscu¬
lar cords in the back of the throat,—but also no small
demand upon the intelligence, for much thought must
be given to the proper tone production and how to
obtain it. Therefore the young girl may practice just 08
long as she feels that she is benefiting herself and not
beginning to perceive a sense of weariness. Just as
surely as the hours of practice are continued beyond the
strength of the pupil, just so surely will she feel the
results of it upon the second day. She shonld, there¬
fore, leave off while she still has a strong desire to
continue.”

sirable.
An excellent work is John Comfort Fillmore’s “ Piano¬
forte Music : IU History, with Riographical Sketches and
Critical Estimates of its Greatest Masters.” The author
of this book has iu view the following objects: To dis¬
criminate clearly the natural epochs into which the history
of pianoforte musiedivides ; to given lucid statement and
exposition of the principles of composition which have
governed and determined the creative activity of those
epochs ; to trace the development of these principles as
manifested in the phenomena of composition, aud to
point out the relation of the work of each epoch to wbat
preceded and what followed it ; to call attention to the
great epoch making composers whose work furnishes the

everyday amateur, and who, half a century ago, would

does not rush to the concert hall only to hear the cele¬

have attracted considerable attention. Our grandparents
were imposed upon when a non-musician would attempt

brated coryphaeus of the day, but rather to hear Schu¬

Weber’s “Invitation to the Dance.”

To-day there are

in every medium-sized city amateurs in numbers who
can master a difficult polonaise of Chopin, a fantasy of
Liszt, and the difficult compositions of our classics.

But

enough ; but where are the good listeners, who are as
necessary to those who play as is the soft echo of her
sweet tones to the nightingale ? And how many thought¬
less persons there are in the most refined society, to whom

worthy estimate of their relative rank and place in his¬
tory. and to furnish biographical sketches of them suffi¬
ciently full to give general readers a not inadequate

songs are sung, do not chatter the while, but save thy
wisdom for another time.”

fullness as the limits of the hook would permit; to trace
the development of the technic of the pianoforte ; to give
n sufficient account of the instrument* which preceded
the pianoforte, and of their relation to that instrument.
A mrich larger work on the same plan is C. F. Weitzman’s “ History of the Pianoforte Playing and Pianoforte

A PROFESSIONAL CODE.

Of good players we have enough, and more than

one would like to read the sharp reminder of the old

lives of minor composers and performers with ns much

of art, from the individual altar of idols—only then will
we have learned what is so rare—listening well!

ha* our public gained knowledge and pleasure in music
to the same degree ?

chief examples of those characteristic principles ; to give
a clear and discriminating account of their work, a trust¬

notion of the men and their lives ; to notice the work and

mann songs and Beethoven symphonies ; only when onr
renowned fashionable artists are banished from the holier

wise man: “Do not confuse the players, and when

There is also an appearance of listening, in a deep out¬
ward quiet, which, nevertheless, can not satisfy an intel¬
ligent player whose sonl lives in the music.

It acts like

a cold plunge-bath on the warm emotion of the heart,
when, after the last dying tone of Chopin’s “Funeral
March,” general applause sounds through the hall ; or
when, after the passionate deli very of the “Appassionato”
of Beethoven, the lady of the house obligingly steps np to
the player, and says: “Surely your fingers must ache

Article 1.—I am the only man who understands and
cares for art, also the only man who is capable of work¬
ing for it disinterestedly.
Art. 2.—All other players are self-seeking, and most of
them play and sing very badly.
Art. 3.—Money paid to any other teacher is mostly
wasted, or worse.
Art.

4.—Through reflection and happy instinct I

have come into a large capital of thought and under¬
standing.

As this is my business capital, it would he

the height of indiscretion for me to communicate any of
it, except a little of the esoteric part at so much an hour,
and to one pupil at a time.
Art. 5.

When I die the chances are that the world

will go to the dogs, musically.
hut what can I do ?

It will he unfortunate,

Literature,” with an appendix on the History of the
Making of the Pianoforte. Contains music and illustratioiM.

after such exertion ! ” or, “How many hours do you

Ernest Pauer ha* written an important book entitled

society are wont to refer to the technical ability of the
performer.

progress and a proper recognition of My position.

Many persons find their highest enjoyment in looking
on. WUli childish delight their eyes follow the quick

bring the rank and file of the so-called musical pro¬

“ Th* Pi*nif,t,® Dictionary.” It is a dictionary of pian¬
ists and composers for the pianoforte, with an appendix
of manufacturers of the instrument.

It gives short and

practice daily ? ’

Most speeches of praise aud thanks in

up-and-down of the fingers, and one gains tbeir most

concise information of a composer or performer, his
country and time of his birth and death, the names of his

enthusiastic applause by-a glimmdo.

teachers and pnpils, what his appointments were, and

kinds of listeners have brought it so far that we were in
want of that species “ Salon Music.”

the distinctions which were conferred upon him

Itis a

special book, which deals only with the piano, and thus
the productions of composers in other branches of the
musical art are not within its scope. The pieces marked
t have licen pointed out either by the comjiosers them-

il

These different

Naturally, all music for company must, according to
its
i surroundings, have a light, agreeable character;
il
everything
gloomy or serious shonld be kept away. In
our polite circles we scarcely dare risk to play the
charming abort minuets

and rondos of Mozart and

Art. 6.

Societies and affiliations are mostly detri¬

mental to the interests of Art and Me.

They tend to

draw things down to a common level, thus hindering
Ar^- ‘■

Itis hard and must forever be impossible to

fession up to any proper idea of Art as I understand it.
Art. 8.

At the same time, whatever can he properly

done for them I am willing to undertake if properly
encouraged and paid.

Every difficulty slurred over will be a ghost to disturh your repose later on. — Chopin.
Only a cultivated artist has a true judgment in the
things of his art.—Hitter.

“ How to Teach, How to Study,” by E. M. Scfton, is
the only book of the five we have announced as new
issues that is ready—the rest will follow very rapidly.
This little work, which retails for only 50 cents, is valu¬
able for teachers.

We can not lie too well equipped for

see if you can not get subscribers to procure what you
desire.
*

*

*

*

have attained with ease and rapidity the desired knowl¬
edge under this new method.

The new work by Dr.

Clarke, which is now in process of manufacture, will

*

The Sight-reading Album of C. W. Landon, which
is still in press, is fast approaching completion.

It is

certainly increase the interest in the study of harmony.
He ranks with the best theorists of the times.

our work. There are so many problems in pedagogics
that we need all the light we can get ; even then we see
but dimly into the mysteries of human mind and char¬

still on our special offer list of new works for thirtyof all, a course of sight reading with detail instruction

twenty-five years’ active teaching.

acter. The special offer price for this work expires, as
with all tiooks, when they appear on the market. No
orders will be filled at special price.

on this point; then, the pieces are finely chosen and very

from this work.

carefully edited and graded.

Send in yonr fifty cents for a copy.

•
*

•
*

five cents.

The plan of this work is unique.

It is, first

It is a good all-around vol¬

In this new work he has given ns the experience of

ume of easy music by the best composers. No one is
better fitted for this task than Mr. Landon, who has

deals very largely with onr own music life. The obser¬
vations are always interesting. Gottschalk was full of
French vivacity and sparkle, and his lmok teems with it.
He kept a diary in which he noted down from day to
day the happenings, the thoughts, the trials, etc.
career was varied and full of charming incidents.

greater insight into elementary instruction than anyone
we have ever known. Yon will not go amiss by subscrib¬
ing for this volume.

*****

lx the January issue we made an offer of three prizes
for the three largest elubs.

We are not yet able to pub¬

lish the names of those who won these prizes, as onr
suiiscnption business during the month of January has

most heartily recommend the work to all lovers of music.
The price is $1.50. It has beeu reduced from $3.00.

been so large that it will not be closed up when this issue
goes to press. As mentioned, we will publish these

We have now the exclusive control of the liook, and all
sales of the work must in the future come through ns.

names in the March issue.

The collection of mnsic, “ Standard Third and Fourth
Grade Pier,a,” by W. 8. It. Mathews, will not be issued

pianists, which we can recommend to our patrons as
printed and finely finished.

His
We

*****

photographs of a number of famons composers and
some of the very best to be had.

*****

We will, forsome mouths to

come,-perhaps for all months, with the exception of
tvvo or three in the summer,-beginning with the month
of February, offer one prize, in addition to all other
iwemtums, for the largest clnb sent in during the month.
Tha prize will be five dollars’ worth of books from onr

We predict wonders

It is on our advance offer for fifty cents.

e have just purchased a number of fine cabinet size

*

“ Hons of a Pianist,” by Gottachalk, is one of the few
books that give information of the life of a virtuoso, it

His two

present works on harmony enjoy extended popularity.

They are splendidly

We can snpply, at present,

photographs of Brahms, Mascagni, Moszkowski, SaintSaens, Scharwenka, Tschaikowsky.
cents, postage paid.

The price is fifty

_ *
*
*
*
*

The book of the hour is “Quo Vadis, ” by the great
1 olisli writer, nenry Sienkiewicz.

The scene of the

story is laid in the time of Nero, and deals, in great mea¬
sure, with the persecutions of the early Christians.

This

book is certain to achieve the success of “Ben Hur”
and

Trilby.”

It is magnificent in conception, classical

in diction, and filled with situations powerful and in¬

until some time this month, the delay having been caused
by the paper which did not arrive as ordered. We will

cata'ogue.

however, not disappoint onr advance subscribers again’
It will tie positively issued this month. We will con¬

It means that, by the

The historical setting is true to life, and the book, aside

addition of perhaps one or two to the original club

from its interest as a story, its value as literature, has

tinue to receive orders for it at advanced price of only
.V, cents. pnstfKiid
In case the book is charged at this
price, postage will 1* charged extra. Onr special offers
are for iwsh with order.

They can lie charged where the

parties have good open accounts wit), ns.

The volume

This is in addition to any other premium or

emsh deduction which is taken.

tense, painted in words that glow like the richest colors.

merit as one conveying in a distinctly readable form in¬
rr-rded
to send
,,8>y<m wm
nooks free of any expense
to to
yourself

formation as to the religion, laws, literature, political
and social life of the Romans.

*****

_

The

«««*

next supplement which we will give with

The

The burning of Rome

by orders of the bloodthirsty tyrant is depicted in
most snperb style.

the

The scene in the arena, the gladia¬

SKiWlibealife SiZe P°rtrait0f Meu(*elssohn, pnb-

of " Third and Fourth Grade Pieces” i, intended to ac¬

lushed in the same style as “Inspiration,” given with

torial combat, the massacre of the Christians and the

company those grades of Mathews’ '•Standard Studies

the last month’s issue. These are far superior iu work¬
manship to those which we have been giving. If the

struggle of the Lydian giant with the auroch are pro¬

for the Piano.”
merit.

The volume contains classical, semi-

"" W‘ n “ W"'*' »Mic.

Every piece has

jected in a relief that equals anything in literature.
>s the greatest work of the past year.

?o ' theWM

k

ApriUumW

‘hiS P°rtrait d0eS D0t
^

i* iu time
the

of the work is $2.50.
two subscriptions.
cents.

R

The usual price

We will send the work for only

It is bound in fine cloth.

Price, 75

The Tale of a Musician’s Career.
Students’ Classics.

This novel is one of the best musical tales in all liter¬

A collodion of pianoforte pieces of moderate difficulty
•"■Cl•-I 'ro,> •*** work«of nUodaH r..m *imt* An excel.
l#o« volume for »<Jra0cr<I pupils. Prle*. bury paper
• 1.00; ha.rda.tl.a5; cloih, gilt, *2.00,

Popular Piano Collection.
An admirable collection of carefully selected pieces fr
; j;1-"
* IrcaMiry of enjoyable musical g. ni« of

p.Mtpaid

^

ature.

—«o^o«A collection of 80 pages of dance music of all kindi
nothing of greater difficulty than the second gradi

The plot, of absorbing interest, is sustained
Carefully selected. For a collection of very easy musi
throughout. The impression left on the reader is most
nothing better can be bad.
beneficial to higher musical study.
Printed and bound in onr usual fine and substantif
style.
Price, Bound in Cloth and Cold, $1.00.

Prlc*'h'*'> paper,*1.00; boards,$1.25,

Youn? People's Classics.

»
°f ***? k'*1 I'faor. books for young players and
f.sorites with anrebody. Fall tbaet-mnsw slso. Each
X*pVl",<,r *1,0°' lK’*rd*

Published by

PUBLISHED BY

Vols. I and II.

11HEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphi

28! 'bull, gdt. $2.00,

8,000 SOLD. -

Popular Four-Hand Collection.
f. i 5CL °/w 'h,',:.r.e f">,r»n ’ ,la,t*
Carefully selected
it nn r' V °1
r,,,nP aers Pries, hear v paper
•1.00; boatds.et.25; c oth gill, 82.00. |*«tp«i<i/

Young Player’s Popular Collecllon.

SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIE!

30

FOB

SELECTED STUDIES.

Equal Development of Both Hands.

BY STEPHEN HELLER.

is^5r»oo:su^ W00i u,“d*Selected Classics for the Pianoforte.

Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47.

PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER
PRICE 75 CENTS.

PRICE *1.50.

K'aisr;£:'?!VoJ:dS3jri',',ii>o‘

a**"* b? A‘berl
Arsons, Calvin B. Cady,
Arthnr Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John s v/n
(lere, W ilson G. Smith, and Charles W. Landon.

Sabbath Day Music.
se|KjriMrrr.!,^I‘e<‘f
f ,rur*»" ,,r piano, containing
eslnrtlons from tbs grant oratorios, sacred t..ne. and «oms

These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected fro
apindler, Hunten, Bertinl, KuUak, etc. They are of great educ
tional value

FIFTY LESSONS
„d ..ch

453—<63 Washington Street, - Boston.

Medium Part of the Voic(
Revised After the Latest Edition.
OPCS 9.

Philadelphia:

J. b.
E. Dltson & Co.

FOR THE

rated, the remarks containing valuahle bin. ’
anno'
t‘0D® 88 to touch, style, and methods ot study11 Thin**
| the finest edition of these valuable 6tudes ever published*
Address Publisher,

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY,
New voim:
C. H. Dltson & Co.
^ ^

srs

jSa

THEODORE PRESSER,

' 1708 Chestnut Street.

Philadelphia, Pa.

BY .T. CONCONK.
PRICE 50 CENTS.

MUSIC WRITING PENS

Wanted
». a a-aansrsisi

Price 80 c*e. per dosea, net. 2

by'o“ fhoT.U'S

THEO. PRESSER,
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. PA.

A new good edition of these popular vocal studies.
Can l»e used by any teacher with any method.
Libera! discount to the profession.

Published by THEO. PRESSER,
STATION A.

rillLADELFHU.

